
With the analysis, 
you gain:

• Clarity: See who has skills and at what level

• Scalability: Collect data from thousands

• Cost efficiency: Identify the right staff to train

• Timeliness: Prioritize and roll out training by need

• Data: Scope and justify your investment

AWS Learning 
Needs Analysis 
A tool to assess your cloud skill gaps

Before embarking on your comprehensive 
cloud skills training journey, find out 
where your organization currently stands. 
The AWS Learning Needs Analysis (AWS 
LNA) is a data-driven tool that helps you 
transform your training initiatives into 
targeted investments that align with your 
business goals.

When should I consider 
the AWS LNA?
While all organizations can benefit from the AWS LNA, the 
tool is particularly beneficial for companies that:

• Are unsure of which staff members have AWS Cloud 
skills, and if those skills are sufficient

• Have multiple people or teams to train 

• Require data to justify the investment in training 

The AWS LNA also helps you assess cloud skills for a wide 
variety of roles across your organization—from developers 
and data scientists to managers and executives.

Simply ask your employees to answer a few questions, 
and AWS experts will help you generate insights from the 
AWS LNA. You can identify cloud skills gaps across your 
organizations and teams. With this data, AWS experts can 
help you build and enact a tailored plan to bridge these 
gaps, accelerate cloud adoption, and realize the benefits 
of the AWS Cloud across your organization.

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION



How the AWS LNA works:
The AWS LNA is a free tool that addresses your organizations’ 
skill gaps in three steps

Getting started

1 2 3
Complete the self-assessment 
survey. Individuals within your 
organization complete a quick survey 
to measure their cloud knowledge 
and skills across multiple areas.  

After you take the AWS LNA, you receive a detailed and comprehensive report. An AWS expert can talk you through 
a thorough analysis at the company, team, and individual levels that includes an organizational profile, cloud skill 
heatmaps, and specific training recommendations.

The AWS LNA can help you realize your training goals and unlock the 
benefits of the AWS Cloud by enabling:

• Data-driven planning

• Targeted skills enablement

• Organizational alignment

Get on the path to smarter training and bigger results from the AWS 
Cloud. Learn more or schedule your AWS Learning Needs Analysis 
today.

Align your business and  
training goals. Map your desired 
business outcomes to your internal 
team or organizational structures, 
and your current job roles to  
recommended AWS Cloud roles.

Develop organizational and 
individual training plans. Our 
experts work with you to create 
training plans that incorporate 
your needs, resources, and 
business priorities.

TRAIN SMARTER
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